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Children’s Rights 
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 1990

Protection +  Participation

Best interests of the child 

Rights to… 

… Health, Protection from economic 

exploitation 

…Freedom of expression, association &

access to media information (but limited by 

health protection, promotion)

States must support parents to fulfil

responsibilities

Tatlow-Golden et al., WHO, forthcoming

Handsley et al., Int J Children’s Rights, 2014





Regulation-compliant TV viewed 

by children (Island of Ireland)

vs

Recommended Diet: 

FSA ‘Eatwell’ Plate

= Regulation loopholes

Mirrors UK findings (Boyland et al., 2011)

Tatlow-Golden, Murrin, Bergin, O’Brien, Kerr & Livingstone 

(in press) Irish Journal of Psychology 

Children’s 

‘advertised diet’ 

on TV



More screens & screen time



Where are 

children 

going 

online?





+30 mins

(228 mins) 

-47 mins
(196 mins)

May 2013/ May 2014

UK Children 6-14y

ComScore, Minutes/month (Ofcom, 2015)





The web of 

influence: 

marketing to 

children goes 

online



DIGITAL MARKETING

Promotional activity, delivered through a 
digital medium, that uses evolving creative 
methods and/or digital analytics to maximise 
impact, e.g., by

(i) activating implicit emotional persuasion; 
building e-Word-of-Mouth engagement in 
social networks; using augmented reality, 
online gaming, and virtual environments; 

(ii) targeting specific groups, individuals, and 
moments of vulnerability, with analytics of 
emotions, preferences, behaviour, and 
location

Tatlow-Golden, Jewell, Zalnieriute, Handsley, 

Breda & Boyland (forthcoming), WHO



Digital 

marketing

Using 

analytics, 

exploiting 

emotions



Vast collection & 

sale of personal, 

behavioural data



Browser sniffing

‘Flash’, ‘Zombie’ cookies

Geo-location

Device fingerprinting

Device graphs 

Social graphs

… & more



Aren’t children 

protected?

• Under-13s:
• Online Behavioural 

Advertising not permitted

BUT 

• Can collect data with 
‘verifiable parental 
permission’



Exploiting 

emotions



User-
generated 

content 

e-Word of mouth



Emotions, analytics, 

‘neuromarketing’





Amplifies other 
channels

> reach, recall, brand  
likeability (Facebook, 2015)

70% increase of TV 
effects (Microsoft, 2013)

x4 direct return, vs TV 
(Peterson, 2014)

x3 recall compared to 
control groups

FB, 14 campaigns (Gibs & 

Bruich, 2010)

Digital marketing 

impact



Are teens fair game?

Our promise.

At Mars we take our responsibility for 

marketing our brands appropriately very 

seriously. 

… Marketing Code … states that we only 

promote our products to people aged 12 and 

over as this is the age at which we believe that 

people can make informed choices about 

sensible snack consumption



Wendy Clark, President, Sparkling Brands & Strategic Marketing, Coca-Cola North America

“We’re focused on engaging teens & young adults… 

provoke passion, reaction, happiness … answer [their] 

need in that moment…”



Are teens interested?

UK 13-17y (Logicalis, 2016)

 73% follow brands they 

like

 62% click on ads

 57% make in-app or in-

game purchases 



Teens are vulnerable

‘Media literate’ – but still 
susceptible
• Emotional ads most effective 

• Developmental: Build identity 
(social media, HFSS foods) 

• Social: Connect with peers

• Biological: More impulsive, 
more responsive to HFSS ads 
than adults 

Gearhardt et al., 2014, Harris et al., 2009; Harris et al., 2014; Leiss et al, 2013; 
McCreanor et al., 2005; Pechmann et al., 2005; Fitzgerald et al., 2010, 2013; 
Ionnanou, 2009; Stead et al., 2011; Trew et al., 2005 



So… 

Who’s 

feeding 

the kids 

online in 

Ireland?



On the 

homepage: 

Websites of 

top food and 

drink retail 

brands



Ireland

Top 100 retail 

brands: 73 food, 

drink websites 

Nearly 1 in 5 have 

teen appeal

Coca-Cola 

Club Orange 

Red Bull,  Lucozade

Tayto, Pringles, Walkers  

Galaxy, Kitkat, McVities

Ben & Jerry 

Glenisk Yogurts

Volvic water



On Facebook:

Food brand 

Pages popular 

among young 

teens



‘The most valuable 

billboard on earth’*

*Luckerson, V. (2015, July 9) 
http://time.com/3950525/facebook-news-feed-algorithm/

Top retail, FB brands

Entered in Create Ads –

to define food and drink Pages 

with greatest ‘reach’ among 

13/14y in Ireland

http://time.com/3950525/facebook-news-feed-algorithm/


Brand Pages –

Build a ‘closer 

relationship’ with 

people on FB

Ask them to be a 

FB ‘friend’

Brand posts appear 

in News Feeds like 
friends’ news



Food brands in Ireland
Facebook ‘reach’ among young teens











Engagement

Emotion 

Entertainment 



What do 

parents 

think?



Online interactive parent 

interviews

33 parents of 13/14y in Ireland

• Representative - Demographics, attitudes to 

advertising, young people’s device use

First responses:

• ‘Don’t click on pop-ups’, ‘Ignore the ads’

• ‘No idea’ how FB delivers ads

• FB ads are ‘ok’



Examples and parents’ responses

‘They're much more subtle than first 

thought’

‘I asked my children if they see much 

online advertising and they said yes, 

they did’

3 in 4 felt regulations ‘should apply’ 

online



SUMMARY

• The ‘advertised diet’ in Ireland

– Even more unhealthy in social media

• Digital marketing: Engagement, emotion, 

entertainment

– Ads grab attention, persuade covertly, 

subvert media literacy

• ‘Big data’ analytics 

– Amplify power of marketing

– Target those most vulnerable

• Access is denied

• “Choice” is distorted

• Parents are unaware

• Children’s rights are not respected



The Way 

Forward



Recommendations

1. Recognise children’s 

rights to participation 

online - but also to 

protection and health

2. Extend broadcast 

media regulation to all 

digital media

3. Close loopholes in 

current regulations



Recommendations

4. Identify international 
options to end HFSS 
food promotion

5. Prohibit ‘heroes of 
the young’ from 
marketing HFSS 
products

6. Disrupt the language 
of ‘choice’ and 
‘responsibility’



Recommendation
s

7. Inform young people, 
parents and policy 
makers about digital 
HFSS marketing

8. Consider (carefully) 
the potential of ‘social 
marketing’ for healthier 
habits

9. Equalise access to 
information about digital 
HFSS marketing





Livingstone et al., (2014). Net Children Go Mobile: The UK Report. London: LSE



ChildWise
UK

5-16y

‘Favourite’

ComScore
UK

6-14y

‘Most visited’

Super-Awesome 
UK
8-16y

‘Favourite’

2013-4 May 2014 Q4 2014

17% 37% 34%

14% 26% 17%

2% 4% 4%

2% -- 6%

-- 5% <1%

-- 9% 2%

Within-study differences


